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Saqi present their latest album SAQISFACTION to music lovers all over the world.
Buy the CD here
Also Checkout the Saqi L I V E session with Punjab2000
Watch the Exclusive Saqi interview with Baja of Punjab2000

Press Release.Tiger Touch Records proudly present:
Saqisfaction

Saqi are 1 of the original Bhangra bands having been formed in the late 80,s. Having won the song contest in 1989 and
having released a string of hits to follow that starting with Debut Album 1991, Project X 1992, Driller Killer 1993, Gemini
1995, and Genesis 1996. With a string of hit songs from these albums such as Paiya, No Entry, Sir Dukh Da, Saqian Da
Dhol, Kanak Di Rakhi and Adi Marke. The new era for Saqi begins with the album Saqisfaction. The album is a mega 10
track album featuring the vocals of the stylish, suave and sophisticated Kishore and Sati. 9 brand new tunes like Punjabi
Bhangra with extensive radio air play prior to release, Dhol Saqi Da and a very clever reworking of Yeh Dosti for all those
friends at parties. The boys have also been busy shooting videos and will have 3 doing the rounds on the TV networks.
An album that is truly one of a kind. With all the power and performance that is a life long dream for many but only
enjoyed by few. Using the latest beats from R n B, house, hip hop and of course your finest Bhangra rhythm and beats.
Saqisfaction is compact but yet packs the power to leave the biggest behind. The album guarantees to give you full
Saqisfaction for your money! Saqi are 1 of the original Bhangra bands having been formed in the late 80,s. Having won
the song contest in 1989 and having released a string of hits to follow that starting with Debut Album 1991, Project X
1992, Driller Killer 1993, Gemini 1995, and Genesis 1996. With a string of hit songs from these albums such as Paiya,
No Entry, Sir Dukh Da, Saqian Da Dhol, Kanak Di Rakhi and Adi Marke. The new era for Saqi begins with the album
Saqisfaction. The album is a mega 10 track album featuring the vocals of the stylish, suave and sophisticated Kishore
and Sati. 9 brand new tunes like Punjabi Bhangra with extensive radio air play prior to release, Dhol Saqi Da and a very
clever reworking of Yeh Dosti for all those friends at parties. The boys have also been busy shooting videos and will have
3 doing the rounds on the TV networks. An album that is truly one of a kind. With all the power and performance that is a
life long dream for many but only enjoyed by few. Using the latest beats from R n B, house, hip hop and of course your
finest Bhangra rhythm and beats. Saqisfaction is compact but yet packs the power to leave the biggest behind. The
album guarantees to give you full Saqisfaction for your money! Saqi is second to none when it comes to being able to
provide the most diverse portfolio of entertainment at the highest possible standards. Known for their raw high energy
performances Saqi have achieved cult status in the music scene across the world. The band consists of 2 lead vocalists
and six musicians that have remained virtually unchanged since 1991. Saqi are still touring regularly across the globe
and have been exceptionally busy in Europe over the last decade. Saqi have always written and produced their own
songs and only recently employed the services of other lyricists.
We hope you enjoy listening to this album as much as we have enjoyed recording it. We have endeavoured to provide a
mixture of musical moods to cater for people of all ages and their varied musical tastes. Our thanks first and foremost to
the Almightty Loard for giving us all that we have and helping us achieve our goals and ambitions; our special thanks to
our ustads; Professor B.S. Narang and F. Mazhar; our lyricists Kishore Saqi, Rana Barnwalia, Monu Nawansahar and
Sabar Koti for lending his vocals on Dosti (Track 10).
Finally, our thanks to family and friends especially; Baljit, Kiran, Jas, Kirat, Jas Bhogal, Nirmal Gill (Chitti), Iqbal Rai,
Harjinder Matharu, Bindri, Jinder, Surinder, Kam, Jas Revive and family and Patras Cheema for everything. Big up and
respect to all UK based live bands, DJ's, Radio/TV media ( Poli Tank and Dipps Bhambra) and Saqi musicians: Mango,
Sunil, Aj, Harry, Hinal, Jugy, Dee, Randip and Rambo.
This album is dedicated to the memory of our late mother Gurmit Kaur Kalsi who was a source of great inspiration and
encouragement to us in all our efforts. Maa (Track7) is dedicated to her memory and also goes out to all those who have
lost their mothers. We hope you enjoy listening to this album as much as we have enjoyed recording it. We have
endeavoured to provide a mixture of musical moods to cater for people of all ages and their varied musical tastes. Our
thanks first and foremost to the Almightty Loard for giving us all that we have and helping us achieve our goals and
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ambitions; our special thanks to our ustads; Professor B.S. Narang and F. Mazhar; our lyricists Kishore Saqi, Rana
Barnwalia, Monu Nawansahar and Sabar Koti for lending his vocals on Dosti (Track 10).
Finally, our thanks to family and friends especially; Baljit, Kiran, Jas, Kirat, Jas Bhogal, Nirmal Gill (Chitti), Iqbal Rai,
Harjinder Matharu, Bindri, Jinder, Surinder, Kam, Jas Revive and family and Patras Cheema for everything. Big up and
respect to all UK based live bands, DJ's, Radio/TV media ( Poli Tank and Dipps Bhambra) and Saqi musicians: Mango,
Sunil, Aj, Harry, Hinal, Jugy, Dee, Randip and Rambo.
This album is dedicated to the memory of our late mother Gurmit Kaur Kalsi who was a source of great inspiration and
encouragement to us in all our efforts. Maa (Track7) is dedicated to her memory and also goes out to all those who have
lost their mothers.
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